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Today, no major securities exchange can appear hostile to the possible introduction of distributed ledger 
technology (DLT), particularly blockchain. The fit is good, as core functions of DLT overlap significantly 
with those of securities settlement system processes. Nevertheless, securities settlement in its current form 
is understood as reliable, secure and efficient. Its central counterparty component has even been prescribed 
globally to counter the risks of over-the-counter (OTC) derivatives trading. It is therefore unlikely that cash-
poor securities exchanges operating in a highly fragmented market where they must fight for trading volume 
will expensively rip out their core technology and replace it with DLT unless the change can offer a qualitative 
improvement over legacy systems.  We think a number of such improvements are within reach. First, DLT 
would allow direct holding to replace the current ‘indirect holding system’ in which depositories are the legal 
owners of all securities while investors trade claims against the contents of accounts held by such institutions. 
Because indirect holding must guarantee securities are in the account when a book-entry is made, financial 
intermediaries are given power, in effect, to create securities that might not exist (“over-issue”). Direct 
holding will reintroduce robust property rights of investors by returning control over security issue to the 
issuers, which will permit full transparency of holdings and eliminate “over-issue” risks. Second, a DLT 
“lightning” network would allow an instantaneous linking of all order-matching venues, so as to re-establish 
uniform pre- and post-trade information as existed prior to the fragmentation of markets that began around 
2000. Risk management can also be improved through empowering order-matching venues as gatekeepers. 
This seminar will present a model DLT-network for order-matching and settlement in which broker-dealers, 
issuers and trade-matching venues are nodes of a permissioned/private network and have different 
authorities within the network ledger. Although all information would be available to all nodes, trade-
matching venues would have sole authority to match bid and ask orders, broker-dealers would have sole 
authority to send an order and confirm a matched trade for settlement, and issuers would have sole authority 
to book securities to registers evidencing the existence and ownership of those securities. 

 
All are welcome! 

Admission is free of charge! 
 

To join us, please register your interest here by 6 May 2019 

https://cloud.itsc.cuhk.edu.hk/webform/view.php?id=7412865
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